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Intermolecular vibrations of large ammonia clusters from helium atom
scattering

Titus A. Beu,a) Christof Steinbach, and Udo Buckb)

Max-Planck-Institut fu¨r Strömungsforschung, Bunsenstraße 10, D-37073 Go¨ttingen, Germany

~Received 20 February 2002; accepted 29 May 2002!

The excitation of the low-energy intermolecular modes of ammonia clusters by helium atom
scattering has been calculated using classical trajectories. The energy transfer is investigated as a
function of scattering angle~from 10° to 90°!, collision energy~94.8 and 50.5 meV!, cluster size
(n518, 100, 1000!, and cluster temperature (Tc51 K, 30–50 K, and 105 K!. It is observed that
predominantly the mode at 7 meV and to a lesser extent also the one at 12 meV are excited. These
are surface modes that mainly originate from the angular motion of three adjacent N atoms. The
excitation is nearly independent of the cluster size and the probability for multiphonon excitation
steadily increases with increasing deflection angle. This trend is even strengthened by increasing the
collision energy. The role of the cluster temperature is to broaden the energy transfer distribution
with increasing values. The calculations are compared with previous and new measurements
presented here of the double-differential cross sections (ds/dv)DE of ammonia clusters of average
size^n&592 at two collision energies and^n&51040 at one energy. While the general trends in the
angular and energy dependence could be well reproduced, the correct cluster temperature was
crucial in getting good agreement at the lower collision energy forn5100. At the higher collision
energy, the large energy transfer is not reproduced, probably a shortcoming of the potential models
to account correctly for the anharmonicity of the strong multiquantum excitations. ©2002
American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1494778#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The structure and dynamics of hydrogen bonded clus
play a key role in a variety of research fields ranging fro
solvent-solute interactions to atmospheric chemistry. Mos
the information on these systems comes from the spec
copy of the intramolecular modes of the molecules in
infrared spectral range.1 In exceptional cases also interm
lecular modes have been measured using vibrat
rotational-tunneling spectroscopy.2 We have recently devel
oped in our laboratory a tool that allows us to measure
low-energy intermolecular vibrations which evolve towar
the phonon spectra of the condensed phases.3 By observing
the inelastic energy exchange of helium atoms scattered f
argon clusters in the size range of^n&522– 4500, we were
able to demonstrate that mainly surface modes and t
overtones were excited.4,5 The transferred energy decreas
from about 6 meV to 2 meV with increasing cluster size
collision energies of 25 meV and converges to the surf
Rayleigh mode of solid argon.4 Similar experiments have
been carried out for water clusters of the average sizes^n&
511, 22, 80, and 194~Refs. 6–8! and for ammonia cluster
of ^n&518, 745, and 1024~Ref. 9!. In contrast to the results
for argon, the energy transfer increases slightly with incre
ing cluster size. In the case of water, accompanying calc
tions demonstrated that at 5.5 meV mainly the O-O-O be
ing motion of three-coordinated surface molecules w
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excited.6 For ammonia clusters which exhibit larger ener
transfers in the range from 6 to 60 meV no calculations w
available. We note that the collision energy for the molecu
clusters was with 57/72 meV for water and 91/100 meV
ammonia clusters, much larger than the 25 meV used in
argon cluster experiment.

In the present contribution we essentially carry out su
calculations for the vibrational excitation of ammonia clu
ters in collisions with helium atoms. We also added a m
surement for the average size^n&592 at a smaller collision
energy of 50 meV, in contrast to the 91–100 meV that w
used in the previous experiments.9 The cluster size distribu-
tion was measured with the help of a newly establish
method; namely, by doping the cluster by one sodiu
atom.10 This gives, especially for smaller cluster sizes, mo
reliable, nearly fragmentation-free results. This new meth
led us to a new assignment of the lowest size distribution
the published results in Ref. 9.

We will carry out calculations for the sizesn518, 100,
and 1000. In this way we cover the largest amorphous clu
of our recent structure calculations of small ammon
clusters11 and two crystalline clusters for which measur
ments are available. These will include static properties s
as the structure and the spectra of the intermolecular vi
tions. Here we use classical trajectories, applying simula
annealing and the calculation of the Fourier transform of
velocity autocorrelation function. For the calculation of th
excitation probabilities of the vibrational spectrum in col
sions with helium atoms, we also use classical trajectories
the detailed analysis of the scattering of argon clusters fr
9 © 2002 American Institute of Physics
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3150 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 117, No. 7, 15 August 2002 Beu, Steinbach, and Buck
helium atoms we found that single quantum excitations
better treated quantum mechanically, while multiphonon
citations were reproduced quite well using classi
trajectories.5 The reason for the partial failure of the classic
calculations has to do with the boxing problem that alloca
intensity below the smallest allowed transition frequen
so that the distinction between elastic and inelastic eve
becomes rather vague. On the other hand is the quan
mechanical treatment of a huge number of vibratio
modes, as they occur for sizes up ton51000, by no means
straightforward. The methods which we used in our previo
calculations, the sudden approximation for He1Ar55 ~Ref. 5!
and first-order time-dependent perturbation theory
He1~H2O!90 ~Ref. 6! already contain a couple of approxim
tions and the main sizes to be treated here are even large
addition, the collision energy in the ammonia cluster expe
ments is within 50–100 meV higher than that of the previo
experiments with argon clusters where 25 meV had b
used. Therefore we prefer in the present calculations,
cause of the large size and high collision energy, the class
treatment and accept possible small deviations at low exc
tion frequencies.

II. EXPERIMENT

The experimental results for the average sizes^n&518,
745, and 1040 at collision energies between 90.8 and 99.8
were published in a previous publication.9 Here we add a
new measurement at a lower energy of 50.5 eV.12 In the
course of this work we discovered that the determination
the lowest size in one of the measurements of Ref. 9 was
correct. We repeated the size measurement using a new,
reliable technique. We will briefly report these new correc
results here.

The experiments have been carried out in a crossed
lecular beam machine which is described in de
elsewhere.13 The helium atom and the (NH3)n cluster beams
are generated in separate, differentially pumped sou
chambers and intersect each other at 90° in the scatte
chamber. The angular dependence of the scattered inte
is measured by rotating the source assembly around the
tering center, while the detector unit, consisting of an el
tron impact ionizer combined with a quadrupole mass fi
and a secondary-electron multiplier, is kept fixed. It is op
ated in a doubly differentially pumped chamber und
ultrahigh-vacuum conditions. The velocity of the scatter
helium atoms is measured by time-of-flight analysis usin
pseudorandom chopper, located between the scattering c
and the detector, with a flight path of 450 mm.

The helium atom beam is produced by expansion of
gas under the stagnation pressure of 16 bars through a s
orifice with a diameter of 30mm at a source temperature o
T0577 K. Under these conditions the relative width of t
velocity distribution isDv/v50.017 which leads to the en
ergy resolution of about 3.4 meV at a collision energy
50.5 meV. Typical parameters of the helium beam are gi
in Table I. For completeness we also list the data of
helium beam leading to a higher collision energy where
room temperature helium beam is used.
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The (NH3)n cluster beam is generated by expansion
ammonia of 3 bars through a plain orifice with a diame
100mm at a temperatureT05300 K. The corresponding dat
and the resulting collision energies are also presented
Table I. The beam contains a distribution of cluster siz
which we have analyzed using a reflectron time-of-flig
mass spectrometer in which the (NH3)n clusters are ionized
by single photon ionization after they have been doped
one sodium atom.10 With a fixed photon energy of 3.13 eV
we are at the threshold of the trimer. The larger clusters h
ionization potentials down to 2.0 eV at aboutn5100.14

Thus, at most, about seven molecules might be evapora
Figure 1 shows the actual distribution for the experimen
conditions of Table I. The measured sizes follow log-norm
distributions with the average cluster sizes of^n&592 and
the halfwidth extends to about the same value. This is m
larger than the previously published value of^n&518 for
similar source conditions. Apparently the previous measu
ment was hampered by fragmentation caused by multipho
processes.15 The results for the larger clusters proved to
correct. We have added the new results for the higher co
sion energy also in Table I.

III. TIME-OF-FLIGHT AND ENERGY LOSS SPECTRA

The information on the vibrational excitation is obtaine
from time-of-flight ~TOF! spectra taken at different labora
tory deflection anglesQ. The new result for̂ n&592 at the
low collision energyE550.5 meV is shown in Fig. 2. The
spectrum is dominated by the elastic contribution withDE
50. At lower velocities and longer times, the inelastic co
tributions follow. They extend in the present measuremen

TABLE I. He and~NH3)n beam data.

He (NH3)n He ~NH3)n

Nozzle pressurepo ~bar! 16.0 3.0 16.0 3.0
Nozzle diameterdo (mm) 30 100 30 100
TemperatureTo ~K! 77 307 300 300
Peak velocityvmax ~m/s! 1025 1178 1799 1159
Speed ratioS 87 16 96 17
Collisional energyE ~meV! 50.5 94.8
Mean cluster sizên& - 92 - 92

FIG. 1. Measured mass spectra of the ammonia cluster (NH3)n beam the
source conditions of which are given in Table I. The solid line is a fit o
log-normal distribution with the average size^n&592.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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3151J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 117, No. 7, 15 August 2002 Vibrations of ammonia clusters
to DE530 meV where they are cut off because of kinema
cal reasons. To relate these results to energy loss spec
the center-of-mass~c.m.! system, we have to apply the sta
dard procedure for this conversion which takes into acco
the resolution of the apparatus.16 The number of particles pe
time unit (t) is given by the expression

dN~Q,t !

dt
5(

DE
n1n2DVDVS ds

dv D
DE

~u!

3GDE~Q,t;v1 ,v2 ,u!; ~1!

n1 andn2 are the densities of the helium and cluster bea
respectively, the scattering volume is represented byDV,
and the solid angle of the detector is denoted byDV. The
function GDE(Q,t;v1 ,v2 ,u) contains the Jacobi factor fo
the c.m. ~u! to the laboratory~Q! transformation with the
velocitiesv1 andv2 . It is calculated by a Monte Carlo pro
cedure using the measured widths of the velocity distri
tions, the angular divergences of the two intersecting bea
the finite size of the scattering volume and the detector,
the resolution of the TOF analyzer.16 The calculated width a
half maximum of the distribution functions is 3.4 meV fo
the energy loss and 1.0° for the angular resolution. We n
that the energy resolution of our experiment, though s
quite good for a molecular beam experiment, is only mod
ate compared with the low frequencies of the cluster sp
trum. The angular resolution is high, but since trajector
are used in the calculation of the angular dependence, t
retically, a resolution of only62.5° is obtained.

This procedure can now be used in a twofold way. O
possibility is to determine by a least-squares fit procedur
the measureddN/dt the cross sections in the c.m. syste
The overall result of the fit is represented by the solid lines
the TOF spectra. Some of the single contributions given
dashed lines and marked by the corresponding energy tr
fers DE in meV are also shown. The selection of these c
tributions is somewhat arbitrary and also not complete
only serves for a better understanding of the TOF spec
Unfortunately the contributions of the elastically scatter

FIG. 2. Measured time-of-flight spectra for the average cluster size^n&
592 at the laboratory deflection angle ofQ530°. The solid line is a fit to
the spectra based on contributions of different energy transfersDE. Some
important ones are presented by dashed lines and denoted byDE in meV.
DE50 meV represents the elastic cluster and monomer scattering w
are counted together. The width is calculated from the resolution of
apparatus.
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helium atoms from the monomers cannot be distinguis
from those which are elastically scattered from the cluste
Therefore these contributions are counted together
drawn as a single contribution in the time-of-flight spec
marked byDE50 in meV.

It is noted here that in the angular range covered in
cluster experiments, the inelastic excitation of the ammo
monomers17 and the ammonia dimers18 in collisions with
helium are quite small so that it is not necessary to take th
into account in the data evaluation. The largest contribut
at 30° gives an energy transfer of 10.7 meV with a cro
section of about 1 Å2/sr, which is usually less than 10% o
the cluster cross section.

The typical results of such a transformation into c.
coordinates will be presented in Sec. VI. We note that t
procedure is not always exact, since the different inela
contributions might belong, although taken at the same la
ratory angle, to different c.m. angles. Therefore a direct co
parison with calculations has to be considered with care.
such a comparison~and this is the second application of th
averaging procedure!, a better and unambiguous way is
transform the calculated cross section into the laborat
time-of-flight spectra using the same formalism. We will al
present such results in Sec. VI.

IV. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS

A. Classical trajectories calculations

The computer simulations reported in this work a
based on classical molecular dynamics~MD!. Three types of
calculations have been carried out, in accordance with
investigated properties of the ammonia clusters:~a! geo-
metrical structures,~b! vibrational spectra, and~c! scattering
cross sections for the scattering of He atoms. Throughout
work, the ammonia monomer was considered nonrigid a
its interactions with itself and with the He atom have be
modeled by the site-site interaction potentials described
Sec. IV B. The MD integrator found to work most reliabl
especially in the scattering simulations, where typica
small energy differences are involved, was found to be
Verlet integrator,19 known to rigorously ensure energy con
servation. The geometrical equilibrium structures of the cl
ters have been determined by the method of simula
annealing.20

In order to characterize the overall vibration of the clu
ters, the classicalvelocity autocorrelation functionwas em-
ployed, since its Fourier-transform spectrum can be straig
forwardly identified with the vibrational spectrum of th
clusters. For the investigation of the low-frequency mod
specialized autocorrelation functions for the N-N bo
stretching and the N-N-N angle bending motions have b
defined, as well. In all spectrum simulations we have in
grated the equations of motion over 8 ps with a time step
231024 ps, corresponding to a resolution in the frequen
of 2.1 cm21 ~0.26 meV!.

For each cluster size, the autocorrelation functions h
been averaged prior to the Fourier transform over as man
100 identical clusters, each cluster of the ensemble be
assigned an initial excitation energy in accordance with

ch
e
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3152 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 117, No. 7, 15 August 2002 Beu, Steinbach, and Buck
Boltzmann distribution for the considered temperature. W
a view to simplifying the interpretation of the simulated sc
tering data in conjunction with the vibrational spectra, t
temperature assigned to each cluster size in the spec
simulations was the one estimated in the scattering exp
ments, 30 K for (NH3)18 and 50 K for the larger clusters
Typically, the averaged correlations drop during the first
ps of the simulation below 10% of their initial values.

The trajectories for the He-~NH3)n scattering have bee
described in the center-of-mass frame of the total system
order to achieve reliable statistics, for the scattering invo
ing the (NH3)18 and ~NH3)100 clusters 100 000 trajectorie
are considered. Due to the extreme computational effort
the case of (NH3)1000 only 12 800 trajectories are calculate

For each trajectory, the initial conditions are specified
the impact parameterb, by the relative velocityv rel , and by
the three Euler angles~a,b,g!, by which the cluster is rotated
with respect to its own center of mass, in order to account
the arbitrary relative directions of incidence of the He ato
The impact parameterb was chosen randomly from a un
form distribution in the interval@0,R0110 Å#, whereR0 is
the radius defining the geometrical extent of the particu
cluster. For the relative velocityv rel , values between 1560
and 2200 m/s~resulting from the experimental condition!
have been considered. The Euler angles have been chos
uniformly sampling the whole space of angular orientatio

In addition to the mentioned initial conditions, the sca
tering simulations have proved very sensitive to the ini
vibrational energy of the clusterEkin . For a specified cluste
temperatureTc , the initial vibrational energy was randoml
chosen for each trajectory in accordance with the co
sponding Boltzmann distribution.

The quantities calculated for each single trajectory
the scattering angleu, the interaction timet, and the net
energy transfer from He to the ammonia cluster,DE. The
scattering angleu is defined by the directions of the initia
and final momentum vectors of the He atom. The interact
time t is considered to be the interval between the mome
when the absolute value of the potential energy of the
atom in the asymptotic region exceeds and, respectiv
drops below 0.1 meV. The energy lossDE is defined as the
difference between the relative kinetic energy~of the reduced
He-atom–ammonia-cluster system! at the beginning and a
the end of the trajectory.

Qualitatively, the crucial impact of the cluster temper
tureTc on the computed energy loss spectra is evidenced
quite narrow profiles at low temperatures, with maxima
cated at low energy transfers, as opposed to the broad
files for higher temperatures.

B. Interaction potential

The interaction potential that we have employed to
scribe the NH3 clusters is the site-site potential used
Diraisonet al.21 in their MD simulations of liquid ammonia
and denoted by F-KI. It actually consists of the simple si
site intermolecular potential of Impey and Klein22 ~KI ! plus a
harmonic valence force intramolecular potential, as app
to XY3 molecules.23
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Within the KI intermolecular potential, the NH3 mono-
mer is considered rigid and its geometry is defined by
nitrogen-hydrogen distancer NH51.0124 Å and the angle be
tween the N-H bonds and the C3 axis of the molecule~point-
ing away from the H atoms!, wHNC3

5112.13°. This potential
features electrostatic and Lennard-Jones interactions.
electrostatic interaction is modeled by four interaction si
on each molecule: three sites with partial chargeqH

50.462e located at the H atoms and a site with a charg
23qH located on the C3 axis, 0.156 Å from the N atom
towards the H atoms. Lennard-Jones interactions are m
eled only between the N atoms by a 12-6 potential w
parameterss53.4 Å ande/kB5140 K.

The intramolecular potential for the NH3 monomer
implies three NH stretching and three HNH bending coor
nates:

VNH3
5

ks

2
~dr NH1

2 1dr NH2

2 1dr NH3

2 !

1
kb

2
~dwH1NH2

2 1dwH2NH3

2 1dwH3NH1

2 !,

wheredr NHi
represents the instantaneous deviation from

equilibrium NHi bond length, whiledwHiNHj
is the instanta-

neous deviation from the equilibrium HiNHj bend angle. The
values of the parameters areks539.633 eV/Å2 and kb

53.454 eV.
In order to describe realistically and, at the same tim

conveniently the interaction between the He atom and
NH3 monomers within the scattering simulations, we ha
constructed a site-site model potential. The model parame
have been determined by fitting the elaborateab initio po-
tential energy surface developed by Meyeret al.17 to model
the rotationally inelastic He-NH3 scattering. The functiona
form of our site-site potential features standard~exp-6! inter-
action terms between the He atom and all the atoms of
NH3 monomer:

VHe-NH3
5(

i
@Aiexp~2Bir i !1Ci /r i

6#,

wherei 5N,H1,H2,H3 andr i represents the distance betwe
atom i of the ammonia monomer and the He atom. All re
evant data for this potential model are summarized in Ta
II. The quality of the fit achieved by our site-site potenti
can be judged from Fig. 3, where it is compared with t
original potential of Meyeret al. for four combinations of
polar angles~q,f!. We mention that the coordinate syste
has fixed axes in the ammonia molecule, its origin is loca
in the center of mass, and thez axis coincides with the sym
metry axis of the NH3 molecule~the three H atoms are lo
cated in a perpendicular plane!. The polar anglesq and f

TABLE II. Parameters for the He-NH3 site-site potential.

Ai ~meV! Bi ~Å21! Ci ~meV Å6!

N 428355 3.233 12896.6
H 158065 4.356 889.7
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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3153J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 117, No. 7, 15 August 2002 Vibrations of ammonia clusters
measure the angles from thez axis andx-z plane, respec-
tively. R is the distance from the He atom to the origin.

V. RESULTS

A. Structures

As found relevant for the comparison with the expe
mental data, we have considered three ammonia cluster
18, 100, and 1000. In all cases, the structure calcula
started from a well-defined initial configuration, which w
initially heated to 100 K, in order to relax the surface mo
ecules, and then cooled for approximately 10 ps with a ti
step of 1024 ps, by removing 1% of the kinetic energy
each time step.

In the structure calculation of the~NH3)18 cluster, the
initial configuration of the annealing process was just
equilibrium configuration we have reported in Ref. 11 a
which was obtained by considering rigid ammonia mon
mers and the same NH3-NH3 intermolecular potential as in
the present study. The final equilibrium configuration yield
by the present simulation considering nonrigid monomer
more compact, as expected, showing a binding energy
2427.8 kJ/mol~as compared to the initial value of2392.5
kJ/mol!.

For ~NH3)100 and (NH3)1000 the initial configurations
have been chosen to be spheres cut from crystalline am
nia. Electron diffraction studies with large clusters of seve
thousands of molecules clearly demonstrate that these
ters adopt the cubic structure of the bulk, space gro
P213.24 This solid-state structure of ammonia was extrac
from the neutron diffraction study of Reed and Harris25

while the rest of the details of the annealing procedure h
been the ones described above. The binding energies

FIG. 3. Comparison between the He-NH3 site-site potential and theab initio
potential of Meyeret al. ~solid lines! for selected orientations.
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tained for the two cluster sizes have been22729.2 kJ/mol
and 231113.1 kJ/mol, respectively. As can be seen fro
Figs. 4 and 5, the two clusters predominantly preserv
crystalline inner structure after the annealing process,
showing the characteristic hexagonal symmetry of the a
monia crystal along the@111# direction. The coordination
number is 6 with three hydrogen and three covalent bon

We note that in this complicated multiminima proble
we are not sure of having found the correct global minimu
This is, however, not very critical, since also in the expe
ment the system might have been trapped in one of the m
closely lying, local minima. This is particularly valid at th
relatively high, finite temperatures of the clusters in t
present experiments.

B. Frequency spectra

The low-energy spectrum of the intermolecular modes
the ammonia clusters was determined by calculating the F
rier transform of the velocity autocorrelation function bas
on MD trajectories. The results forn518 and 100 at finite

FIG. 4. Calculated structure of the~NH3)100 cluster.

FIG. 5. Calculated structure of the~NH3)1000 cluster.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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3154 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 117, No. 7, 15 August 2002 Beu, Steinbach, and Buck
temperatures are shown in Fig. 6. The spectrum ofn518
exhibits two broad peaks, one in the range between 6 an
meV with a shoulder at 12 meV and one around 20 meV. T
spectrum ofn5100 looks similar with the exception that th
fall off at high energies is shifted from 22 to 28 meV. If w
restrict the vibrational modes to those at the surface,
spectrum ofn5100 is nearly identical to that ofn518,
which mainly consists of surface modes with peaks at 7 m
12 meV, and 20 meV. Thus the additional modes around
meV are attributed to volume modes.

These results can be compared with those obtained
solid ammonia. Here four spectral lines are observed at 1
meV (A), 16.0 meV (E), 17.5 meV (F), and 22.8 meV (F)
by Raman and infrared spectroscopy with their respec
symmetry in parentheses.26 Two broad distributions centere
around 12 meV and 18 meV result from inelastic neutr
scattering.27 The theoretical interpretation attributes these
brations to the translational motion of the heavy nitrog
atoms.28,29 Since all these excitations are volume mod
there is only a weak correlation between the cluster and
bulk modes. The low-energy mode at 7 meV is a spec
surface mode of the clusters, while the one at 25 meV
definitely a volume mode. Those modes between these
limits are surface modes in the cluster and volume mode
the crystal.

For water clusters, simple models were invoked to s
gest that the lowest-frequency modes correspond
O¯O¯O bending skeletal vibrations between adjacent
drogen bonds, while the next group of states correspond

FIG. 6. Fourier transform of the autocorrelation function of different m
tions and different ammonia clusters. From top to bottom:n5100, velocity;
n5100, velocity, surface modes only;n518, velocity; NN bond stretch;
NNN angular bending. The cluster temperature is 50 K and 30 K, res
tively.
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the O-O stretch of the hydrogen bonds. To verify these s
gestions for ammonia clusters, we have calculated the po
spectra of the angular motion of three adjacent N atoms
the N-N stretch motion. The results are also shown in Fig
The bond stretching is largest in the third peak and g
down in the direction of the two smaller peaks. In contra
the angular bending motion is more or less equally distr
uted over the three peaks. We conclude that the first
peaks are dominated by the bending motion, while the th
one at the highest energy is more influenced by the stretc
motion. But in contrast to the results for water, the two kin
of motions cannot be completely disentangled.

C. Vibrational excitation

In order to determine which part of the calculated fr
quency distribution has been excited in the collisions w
helium atoms, we have calculated classical trajectories
analyzed them in terms of the deflection angleu, the inter-
action timet, and the energy lossDE. In total about 100 000
trajectories have been calculated for each of the figures
follow to present the doubly differential cross sectio
(ds/dv)DE . In case of deviations from this number, we w
mention that.

Figure 7 shows the results for the average scatte
angleu and the interaction timet as function of the impact
parameterb for the two systems He1~NH3)100 ~c!,~d! and
He1~NH3)18 ~a!,~b!. The cluster temperature isTc550 and
30 K, respectively, and the collision energyE594.8 meV in
both cases. In both deflection functions, the scattering an
at b50 is much smaller than 180°. This is a well-know
effect, which was observed previously,5,30 and originates
from the roughness of the cluster surface that scatters
helium atoms in a distribution of directions. The interacti

c-

FIG. 7. The average deflection functionu and the average interaction timet
between the helium atom and the cluster as function of the impact pa
eter.~a!,~b! n518, cluster temperatureTc530 K; ~c!,~d! n5100, Tc550 K.
The collision energy is in both casesE594.8 meV.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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time is almost constant for small impact parameters, rise
a maximum, and then falls off to zero when the helium at
does not hit the cluster directly anymore. The maximum
curs when the helium atom enters the attractive part of
potential. As expected, the value at which the falloff occ
is larger for the larger cluster.

The energy transfer from the helium atom to the clus
n5100 is displayed in Fig. 8 for a series of c.m. scatter
angles fromu517.5° to 87.5°. The events were sampled
angular intervals of62.5° and the width of the energy boxe
is 1.0 meV. The collision energy is 94.8 meV and the clus
temperatureTc51 K. As expected, the vibrational energ
transfer is small in the forward direction, since the coupli
is very weak for these large impact parameters. With incre
ing scattering angle, the amount of elastic scattering atDE
50 decreases, while the energy transfer rapidly increa
This is certainly an effect of the stronger coupling for t
more direct collisions. At deflection angles between 20° a
30° the peak of the distribution occurs at 6 meV. With i
creasing scattering angle it moves to 15 meV at 47.5° and
meV at 87.5°. The latter distribution extends to energy tra
fers of about 60 meV.

If we compare the calculated energy transfer with
frequency distribution of the Fourier transform of the velo
ity autocorrelation function of Fig. 6 for this cluster size, it
immediately clear that the scattering at large deflect
angles is dominated by multiphonon excitations. Accord
to the detailed results obtained for the scattering of heli
atoms from argon clusters,4,5 the full spectrum for the exci-
tation of a single phonon is already reached at about 2
This means that only the first part of the available freque
spectrum is excited in helium atom scattering. The freque

FIG. 8. Calculated cross sections for He1~NH3)100 as a function of the
energy transferDE for different scattering anglesu in the c.m. system. The
collision energy is 94.8 meV and the cluster temperatureTc51 K.
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range is governed by the angular motion of adjacent N
oms. This result is quite similar to that observed for wa
clusters in this size range where only the bending motion
the O atoms is excited.6 With increasing deflection angle, th
energy transfer is completely dominated by multiphonon
citations up to the point where no intensity is left at t
position of the single-phonon excitation.

The results for two other cluster sizesn518 and n
51000, taken under otherwise similar conditions, are sho
in Fig. 9 and 10. The general picture of the results forn
518 is very similar to the one obtained forn5100. Forn
51000, where only the small angular range from 0° to 3
was covered by cutting the impact parameter forb<20 Å
and where, in addition, only 12 800 trajectories have be
calculated, the peaks are less pronounced and broader
the behavior is similar taking into account the less relia
statistics.

Finally, the results of two other important changes a
presented in Figs. 11 and 12 forn5100. These are the in
fluence of the cluster temperature and the collision energy
the energy transfer. We estimated initially the temperature
our ammonia clustersTc550 K from the value obtained re
cently from the deexcitation of water clusters in collisio
with helium.6 We found Tc569– 101 K in the size range
^n&580– 194. Since the binding energy is somewhat sma
for ammonia, the lower valueTc550 K was specified. There
is, however, another value available obtained by electron
fraction studies of much larger ammonia clusters in the s
range of some thousands of molecules (d58 nm!. The au-
thors calculated that the cluster temperature isTc5115 K for
our experimental time scales.24 Based on these results, w
estimate a value ofTc5105 K for smaller clusterŝ n&

FIG. 9. Calculated cross sections for He1~NH3)18 as a function of the
energy transferDE for different scattering anglesu in the c.m. system. The
collision energy is 94.8 meV and the cluster temperatureTc51 K.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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5100. The calculation for the cluster temperaturesTc550 K
and 105 K leads qualitatively to the same angular distri
tions with similar positions of the maximum but muc
broader widths caused by the increased internal motion.
big change takes place betweenTc51 K and 50 K, while the

FIG. 10. Calculated cross sections for He1~NH3)1000 as a function of the
energy transferDE for different scattering anglesu in the c.m. system. The
collision energy is 83.4 meV and the cluster temperatureTc51 K.

FIG. 11. Calculated cross sections for He1~NH3)100 as a function of the
energy transferDE for different scattering anglesu in the c.m. system. The
collision energy is 94.8 meV and the cluster temperatureTc5105 K.
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results forTc5105 K are only marginally broader than thos
for 50 K. Thus we plotted in Fig. 11 only the results forTc

5105 K.
The effect of the lower collision energy, when goin

from 94.8 to 50.5 meV, is displayed in Fig. 12. It leads to
drastic shift of the maxima of the distribution by 10–20 me
towards smaller values. Apparently the quantityDE/E is
constant, a result that is also found in many energy tran
processes in atom-molecule scattering.31

The calculations, in particular those forn5100, have
been carried out by averaging over many trajectories. As
from the usual initial-state distributions, the additional sa
pling over the different vibrational kinetic energies that co
respond to the finite cluster temperatures leads to a num
of different initial configurations, although we start from th
same geometric configuration.

Finally, we have to discuss the reliability of the classic
calculation. There are mainly two drawbacks in these cal
lations. The first has to do with the boxing problem. T
energy of the first vibrational state is clearly separated fr
the elastic value. In the classical calculation, all energies
available and, therefore, especially the region between
elastic peak and the appearance of the first inelastic trans
is not correctly reproduced. Second, classical mecha
does not account for the zero-point energy. If it is artificia
added to account for the correct energy balance, it can fl
into other modes. Detailed calculations for the syst
He1Arn revealed that the first effect plays indeed a role
this type of helium-cluster collisions and leads, for sm
angles and single-phonon excitations, to an incorrect desc
tion. In fact, the rise of the cross section due to the fi
inelastic transitions occurs at too small energy losses. In c

FIG. 12. Calculated cross sections for He1~NH3)100 as a function of the
energy transferDE for different scattering anglesu in the c.m. system. The
collision energy is 50.5 meV and the cluster temperatureTc5105 K.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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trast, multiphonon excitations are equally well reproduced
classical mechanics and quantum calculations.5

Since the present experiments are dominated by m
tiphonon excitations, this part is certainly reproduced well
the classical calculation. In addition, the collision energy
in the present experiments up to a factor of 4 higher than
used in the calculation of He1Arn . This effect should be
again in favor of a reliable description of the scattering p
cess by classical mechanics. The only problem left is
incorrect reproduction of the energy transfer at small scat
ing angles close to the elastic scattering peak. In orde
observe this effect the energy resolution must be quite h
as was the case for He1Arn , where the transition of 1.6
meV could be clearly resolved at a collision energy of
meV. In the present experiments, with the same type of tr
sitions but collision energies of 50 and 90 meV, the reso
tion is worse and thus the effect is less pronounced.

VI. COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENT

The most detailed experimental results have been
tained for the average cluster size^n&51040. The energy
loss spectra at seven laboratory deflection angles and c
sion energy ofE599.8 meV are presented in Fig. 13 as so
lines. Here the cross sections which are proportional to
fitted amplitudes are also averaged over the experime
resolution of the apparatus. They can directly be compa
with the calculations for He1~NH3!1000 at an energy ofE
583.4 meV and temperatureTc51 K. The results of Fig. 10

FIG. 13. Energy loss spectra for the averaged cluster size^n&51040 at
laboratory deflection angles in the range fromQ55° to Q530° but trans-
formed into the center-of-mass system~solid lines!. The histograms are the
calculated cross section forn51000 for the c.m. variables which correspon
to the indicated laboratory scattering angles.
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are sampled in bins of 3.3 meV according to the experim
tal resolution and according to the c.m. contributions to
measured laboratory angles. The outcomes are also show
Fig. 13. For the smaller deflection angles 5°, 6.5°, and 1
where the coupling is weak, there is good agreement
tween experiment and calculations. At 15° and 20°, the
gime of excitation of single vibrational quanta, we find to
high intensity for small inelastic transitions, the expect
boxing problem of the classical calculation. In addition, t
intensity for large energy transfers is too small. For the la
est angles measured, 25° and 30°, where multiphonon e
tation starts to occur, the agreement at small transfers u
15 meV is better but the intensity at large transfers is a
missing here. The main reason for the discrepancy is no
much the different energies but certainly the unphysical cl
ter temperatureTc51 K of the calculations. Since a new
calculation forn51000 was too time consuming, we wi
compare the smaller cluster size directly with the calcu
tions atTc5105 K.

We compare the measurements that always contain a
tribution of cluster sizes with calculations based on a sin
size. This is justified by the fact that the angular distributi
of the intermolecular vibrational energy transfer only ma
ginally depends on the cluster size under otherwise eq
conditions. This is nicely demonstrated in the comparison
Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 forn5100 andn518, which exhibits
nearly the same pattern.

The resulting energy loss spectra for the average clu
size^n&592 of the measurement of Fig. 2 and the correc

FIG. 14. Energy loss spectra for the averaged cluster size^n&592 at labo-
ratory deflection angleQ530° but transformed into the center-of-mass sy
tem. The histograms are the corresponding calculated cross sectionsn
5100. The different collision energies and cluster temperatures are
cated.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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one of Ref. 9 at the higher energy are shown in Fig. 14
solid lines. The results exhibit marked differences in the
ergy transfer for the two energies. At the lower energy,
distribution peaks at 7 meV with a shoulder at 12 meV.
the higher energy, the peak position is at 12 meV and
distribution exhibits a long tail up to transfers of 60 meV.

We already know from the comparison of the calcu
tions for n5100 at different temperatures, displayed in F
8 and Fig. 11, that the distributions for the higher tempe
ture are much broader. Therefore we compare in Fig. 14
the results of these calculations atTc51 K and 105 K with
the measured data at the laboratory angle of 30° and colli
energy ofE594.8 meV. The agreement is much better
the higher temperature, but still not satisfying. In particul
at large energy transfers, the calculated intensity is too w
The same calculation for the lower collision energy is
much better agreement with the data. The peak at 7 me
well reproduced, and only at larger energy transfers is on
the shoulders not well reproduced.

To check the role of the laboratory-c.m. transformati
with respect to these discrepancies and to see how far a
the calculated results are from the measured data, we
carried out the same comparison in the laboratory syst
The results are displayed in Fig. 15. For the lower collis
energy, the agreement is again quite satisfactory. For
larger collision energy, the agreement is good in the rang
the elastic peak, which mainly consists of the monomer c
tribution and the smaller inelastic parts. The discrepanc
start to appear at larger energy transfers, but they are m
less pronounced than in the c.m. system.

FIG. 15. Time-of-flight spectra for the average cluster size^n&592 at labo-
ratory deflection angleQ530°. The solid~sum! and dashed~single contri-
butions! lines are calculated cross sections forn5100 ~see histograms in
Fig. 14! transformed into the laboratory system. Upper panel:E550.5 meV.
Lower panel:E594.8 meV. The cluster temperature isTc5105 K.
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VII. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

We have investigated the vibrational energy transfer
the low-energy intermolecular modes of ammonia cluster
collisions with helium atoms using classical trajectories. T
vibrational spectrum that was obtained from the Four
transform of the velocity autocorrelation function of differe
trajectories consisted of peaks at 7, 12, and 20 meV. F
this spectrum only the range between 7 and 12 meV is
cited in helium collisions. These are predominantly the s
face modes of the angular motions of adjacent N atoms
longing to three different molecules in the cluster. At sm
deflection angles from 5° to 10° the coupling is too weak
excite this part of the spectrum. The range from 15° to 25
dominated by single vibrational transitions. For angles lar
than 25°, multiquantum excitations occur and at even lar
angles the maximum intensity is already shifted away fr
the position of the single excitations. The comparison w
the experimental data forn51000 reveals that the agreeme
is good for the small-angle region. In the single-excitati
range the calculations predict too small energy transfers,
to boxing problems, below the first inelastic quantum cha
nel. For the multiphonon range these problems disappear
the intensity for large energy transfers is much too sm
This is the general behavior that is already known from
tailed investigation of the excitation of argon clusters. Cla
sical trajectories are a good approximation for small ang
that are dominated by weak coupling and large angles
are controlled by multiphonon processes. The discrepa
with the measurement is mainly traced back to the low cl
ter temperature of 1 K in the calculation. Indeed, if the te
perature is increased to 105 K, the comparison of data
calculations improves forn5100, especially for the lower
collision energy. But there are still discrepancies at large
ergy transfers for the higher collision energy that are d
nitely caused by multiphonon processes. This is an un
pected result, since classical trajectories should work we
this regime. At these high energies, we are in a regime
highly excited intermolecular modes where the anharmon
ity of the interaction potential plays an important role. A
parently, this part of the potential is not good enough
reproducing the measurements. We repeated the calcula
with rigid molecules by using a formalism based on quat
nions. In this case, we even observed narrower distributio
Therefore not only the intermolecular but also the coupl
between the intermolecular and intramolecular motion ha
play a role. Thus we conclude that in the regime of hi
multiphonon excitation at large collision energies both t
inter- and intramolecular potentials have to be improved w
respect to their anharmonic behavior.

The calculations, as well as the measurements, s
only a marginal size dependence. This result is comple
different from that observed for argon clusters, where
size dependence could be traced back to the collec
breathing mode of a dense sphere.4 Apparently the hydrogen-
bonded network of the ammonia clusters, with their sixfo
coordinated bonds, prevents the cluster from collective e
tation as in the case of the weakly bound van der Wa
system, although the shape is spherical. This is similar to
result obtained for water clusters.6
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The conclusion that we have drawn at the end of
experimental paper9 by comparing the measured peaks at 1
27, and 33 meV with the phonon spectrum of the crys
proved to be too simple. The peak at 33 meV, which is in
range of the librational mode of the solid, is definitely caus
by the multiphonon excitation of the lowest-energy trans
tional mode. The same is valid for the peak at 27 meV. O
the peak at 14 meV is close to the second band of the o
nally excited N̄ N¯N bending mode~see Fig. 6, lowest
panel!. Interestingly, we missed in this experiment at the c
lision energy of 94.8 meV the main band of this motion a
meV which is clearly observed in the measurement at 5
meV displayed in Fig. 14.

This result nicely demonstrates the power and the pr
lems of the helium atom scattering in revealing the vib
tional frequency spectrum without performing calculation
The angular dependence gives us an interesting tool to
tinguish between single and multiphonon excitations. But
have to make sure that also the collision energy is l
enough to let us observe these features. Otherwise, the
sured energy loss spectra are completely dominated by
tiphonon processes that totally mask the original freque
curve.
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